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	Create and develop real-world scenario Oracle CEP applications


	Overview

	
		A unique insight and fascinating event driven journey that breathes life into Oracle Event Processing.
	
		Explore the evolution and major capabilities of this innovative Oracle product in a step by step, building block fashion.
	
		Packed with samples and simple tutorials evolved through years of close collaboration with expert users and industry specialists.
	
		Written by the team of professionals behind Oracle Complex Event Processing.



	In Detail


	Events are everywhere, events which can have positive or negative impacts on our lives and important business decisions. These events can impact a company's success, failure, and profitability. Technology now allows people from all walks of life to create Event Driven applications that will immediately and completely respond to the events that affect you and your business. So you are much more responsive to your customers, and competitive threats, and can take advantage of transient time sensitive situations.


	"Getting Started with Oracle Event Processing" will let you benefit from the skills and years of experience from the original pioneers who were the driving force behind this immensely flexible, complete, and award winning Event Stream Processing technology. It provides all of the information needed to rapidly deliver and understand Event Driven Architecture (EDA) Applications. These can then be executed on the comprehensive and powerful integral Java Event Server platform which utilizes the hardware and operating system.


	After an introduction into the benefits and uses of Event Stream Processing, this book uses tutorials and practical examples to teach you how to create valuable and rewarding Event Driven foundational applications. First you will learn how to solve Event Stream Processing problems, followed by the fundamentals of building an Oracle Event processing application in a step by step fashion. Exciting and unique topics are then covered: application construction, the powerful capabilities of the Oracle Event Processing language, CQL, monitoring and managing these applications, and the fascinating domain of real-time Geospatial Movement Analysis. Getting Started with Oracle Event Processing will provide a unique perspective on product creation, evolution and a solid understanding on how to effectively use the product.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Immerse yourself and quickly understand the world of real-time event stream processing.
	
		Get to grips with Event-Driven Architecture and event processing applications in minutes.
	
		Be educated by the experts on Event Processing Network modeling and the best approaches on how to create and modify them.
	
		Understand the power of the Continuous Query Language (CQL) and the right patterns for implementation so that you can achieve the best performance results.
	
		Monitor and track the movement of people and resources using the unique capabilities provided by the integrated Oracle Spatial technology.
	
		Prepare for the future, familiarize yourself with the direction of Oracle Event Processing and get some hints and tips on what to should be research to keep ahead of the game.
	
		Learn how to perform pattern matching on events using the ANSI accepted CQL extensions.
	
		Learn how to scale Oracle event processing applications using technologies such as JMS and Oracle Coherence Cache.
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Anonymizing Health Data: Case Studies and Methods to Get You StartedO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Updated as of August 2014, this practical book will demonstrate proven methods for anonymizing health data to help your organization share meaningful datasets, without exposing patient identity. Leading experts Khaled El Emam and Luk Arbuckle walk you through a risk-based methodology, using case studies from their efforts to...
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The Non-Designer's Illustrator BookPeachpit Press, 2011


	Creating professional illustration is within your grasp, whether

	that is a goal in your life or not. By the time you finish this book,

	you’ll realize how remarkably easy it is to create professional-level

	art and design with Adobe Illustrator.





	However, Illustrator is not just for professional artists, but...
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Pro iOS Apps Performance Optimization (Professional Apress)Apress, 2011

	Today's iPhone and iPad apps developers are often running into the need to refine, improve and optimize their apps performances. As more complex apps can be created, it is even more important for developers to deal with this critical issue. 

	

	Pro iOS Apps Performance Tuning and Optimization covers many...
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Illustrated Guide to Home Forensic Science Experiments: All Lab, No Lecture (Diy Science)Maker Media, Inc, 2012

	
		Have you ever wondered whether the forensic science you’ve seen on TV is anything like the real thing? There’s no better way to find out than to roll up your sleeves and do it yourself. This full-color book offers advice for setting up an inexpensive home lab, and includes more than 50 hands-on lab sessions that deal with...
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Cisco Network Admission Control, Volume II: NAC Deployment and Troubleshooting (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2006
When most information security professionals think about threats to their networks, they think about the threat of attackers from the outside. However, in recent years the number of computer security incidents occurring from trusted users within a company has equaled those occurring from external threats. The difference is, external threats are...
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Firewalls: Jumpstart for Network and Systems AdministratorsDigital Press, 2004
Security advice for any organization from a consultant with decades of experience     

       In this book, you will gain extensive hands-on experience installing and configuring a firewall. You will also learn how to allow access to key Web services while maintaining your organization's security, as well as how to implement...
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